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Gold prices dropped through the 1,290 level and are

poised to continue to slide lower. The dollar continued

to gain ground early despite the comment from

President Trump that he does not want to see a stronger

greenback. Late in the trading session, the dollar

moved lower following soft than expected US economic

data. Support is seen near the January lows at 12,276,

and then an upward sloping trend line that comes in

near 1,243. Resistance is seen near the 50-day moving

average at 1,300. At this point, the $1300 level should

be resistance, but it is also an area that had previously

been rather supportive. The US dollar is highly

manipulative when it comes to the value of gold, so

if it rallies significantly it could see gold markets roll

over.
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Gold - Technical Indicators
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      Gold steadied today, but was hovering near a five-week low touched in the
previous session, as rising U.S Treasury yields boosted the dollar. The dollar,
against a group of six major currencies, traded close to its two-week high of
96.816 posted in the previous session.

     Spot gold crept up 0.2 percent to $1,288.87 per ounce, after slipping to
$1,282.50 in the previous session, its lowest since Jan. 25. The dollar
consolidated gains after posting its biggest monthly rise in four months, reducing
appeal for gold among holders of other currencies.

        Investors are more comfortable in moving out of safe-haven assets and gold
is coming under pressure from that. Global markets rose on expectations that
the two largest economies in the world might stave off a drawn-out trade war.

     A lot of money was parked in gold at the start of the year, waiting for clarity
on tariffs. Now that it is seeing little bit of optimism on the tariffs that is sort
of undermining pillars for buying gold.

   Equities had their best start into the year since 1991, sentiment is positive
again and against that backdrop, it is not surprising that it has seen some
selling out of gold-backed products.

   The gold market now is in consolidation mode. Since this is more related to
the U.S domestic economy and not political or market tensions, gold hasn’t
attracted renewed interest.

      Futures dropped below the $1,300 mark on Friday to settle at their lowest in
a month and half, down over 2% for the week, the sharpest weekly fall since
August.

 Gold futures settled lower for a sixth straight
session, marking the longest streak of daily
declines in about two years

 The precious metal was testing a key support
area in the $1,285 region

 Increasing risk appetite is clearly a little negative
for gold

 China cut its growth target for this year to 6.0 to
6.5 percent from around 6.5 percent last year

 The dollar has remained supported as safe-haven
gold has not been able to benefit in a meaningful
way yet
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      Oil prices rose about 1 percent yesterday as the United States and China
appeared closer to ending a trade war that has slowed global economic
growth while OPEC ally Russia said it would ramp up its crude supply cuts.

       Brent crude futures settled at $65.67 a barrel, up 60 cents or 0.9 percent.
U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures ended 79 cents, or 1.4 percent,
higher at $56.59 a barrel.

   Crude futures gave up some of their gains around midday as the U.S stock
market slumped on weak construction spending data, but the commodity
rallied into yesterday's price settlement.

    The gains come after both benchmarks posted losses during a volatile trading
period last week. Brent fell more than 3 percent, while WTI dropped 2.5
percent on the week.

   OPEC and its allies are expected to extend its supply reduction pact at its
June meeting, but much depends on the extent of U.S sanctions on OPEC
members Iran and Venezuela.

       Crude supply from OPEC fell to a four-year low in February as top exporter
Saudi Arabia cut production more than it had agreed to, and as U.S sanctions
on Venezuelan oil took effect.

   Hedge funds and other money managers raised their net long, or bullish,
positions on Brent crude by 15,887 contracts to 291,336 in the week to Feb.
26. Investors have been eyeing prospects for a U.S and China trade deal,
which could be reached as early as this month.

The WTI Crude Oil market continues to grind back
and forth, in a relatively tight range. The market has
been going back and forth over the last couple of
weeks, as it seems it is trying to build up enough
momentum to make a significant move. The $58 level
above offering resistance, just as the $55 level
underneath has offered a massive support. Brent
markets rallied a bit to kick off the week, showing $65
to be supportive. Ultimately, the analysis is almost the
exact same as over in the WTI Crude Oil market. The
main trend is up. However, momentum may be getting
ready to shift based on Friday’s closing price reversal
top. A trade through $55.02 will change the main trend
to down. A move through $57.88 will signal a resumption
of the uptrend. The main range is $51.62 to $57.88.
Its retracement zone at $54.72 to $53.98 is the primary
downside target.

 Oil futures climbed yesterday as OPEC and its allies
continue to cut back on crude production

 It might look that demand side pressure may put
a cap on further rises

 Gains were tempered by a drop in equity indexes,
which weakened sentiment on oil markets

 Trade concerns between US and China remained
the focus of equity markets

 U.S crude oil stockpiles were seen rising last
week, while refined products likely fell for a third
consecutive week
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 Silver prices are lower and hit a nine-week bottom. Risk-on investor attitudes at
present are hammering on the safe-haven metals. Silver prices dropped out at
a rate of 4.4% over the last week, in the third weekly loss during the month,
the highest weekly loss since the last of January 2018.

 Silver prices in the European market dropped down recording its lowest in
three months yesterday, continuing its losing streak of four days in a row,
Due to the rising pressure of USD climb against a basket of global currencies
and a weaker demand for safe assets as the United States and China
approach a trade agreement.

 Silver prices fell at a rate of 0.4%, traded at $15.14 an ounce, starting at
$15.20 with an intraday high $15.26 and a low at $15.12 which is the lowest
rate since December 27th.

 Silver prices fell at a rate of 2.6% the third consecutive daily loss in a row
on Friday, with a fall happening to almost all of the metals that are connected
to USD.

 As of yesterday,USD index climbed up at a rate more than 0.2% to continue
its profit streak of four days reaching its highest in two weeks at 96.53 points,
reflecting a continuous rise against a basket of other global currencies.

 Demand for safe investment assets has dropped especially silver, as the
US-China trade talks continue to progress, in addition to the Wall Street
Journal reported that the world's two largest economies are going to announce
a trade deal at the March 27 summit.

Silver markets have continued to fall yesterday,
reaching down towards the psychologically and
structurally important $15 level. It should continue to
cause a bit of noise, so it is going to be very crucial.
If it can break down below the $14.90 level, then it
continue to go much lower, perhaps reaching down
towards the $14.50 level, possibly even the $14.00
level. If it can turn around and show signs of life at
the $15.00 level, then it might turn around and reach
towards the 200 day EMA at the $15.42 level. The
US dollar, it is highly influential on what happens with
silver, and as a result if it rallies quite often silver will
get beaten up. However, at this point it is looking at
one of two potential scenarios, either it will stabilize
in this area, perhaps turning around to show signs
of life again, or it will break down below the $14.90
level and continue to go much lower.

 The continuous rise of the U.S dollar get the silver
prices lower

 Spot silver shed 0.6 percent to $15.12, having hit
a trough since Dec. 27 last year at $15.08 earlier

 A trade deal would end months of investor
uncertainty regarding the world’s two largest
economies penalizing each other

 Asian and European stock markets were mostly
higher, with the stock market in China hitting a
nine-month high

 May Comex silver was last down $0.106 at $15.15
an ounce
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